
LICENCE

Licence for your right dem

PIDGIN



For 1989, all di government dem for dis world promise sey dem 
go give every pikin di same right, as dem put hand for di UN 
Gumbody agreement wey concern di right of pikin dem. Di 
gumbody agreement say wetin every country must to do for all 
pikin dem to grow well well, no sick, learn for school, protect 
dem from badbad tins, get chance to talk deir mind and no 
suffer pacha. Na your right dem be dis.
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NA YOUR RIGHT DEM BE DIS

Article 1
 As e concern dis gumbody meeting, pikin na any person wey im 
age never reach eighteen, unless for law wey concern pikine, dem 
fit mature bifo dat time reach.

Article 2
1. Digumbody country dem wey join put hand for dis agreement 

must to respect di right wey dem write for ground for dis 
gumbody meeting and guarantee  say dem no go use eye 
commonise any pikin wey dey stay for deir area under dem, as 
e dey inside dis agreement, no matterwho be im papa or mama 
or person wey dey take care of am country, color, language, 
religion, politic matter or wetin e belive, who born am, how dem 
born am, where dem born am put, wetin e get, how im body 
arrange, im level or condition.

2. Di gumbody country sign say dem go do all ditin wey dem 
suppose do to make sure say nobody go treat pikin anyhow 
based on im level, di tin e dey do, wetin dey im mind, say e talk 
im mind or ditin wey im papa or mama or person wey dey care 
for am or im family people believe. 

Article 3
1. For everytin wey concern pikin matter whedir na public or 

private welfare office, court, government people, assembly wey 
dey make law, na wetin better pass for pikin go be di  koko.

2. Di gumbody country demgree to protect and care for pikin dem 
wellwell, especially as e concern di tin wey papa, mama, dose 
wey take am as dem own and wey dey incharge of am suppose 
do, or ditin wey odir people know sey dem get license for and 
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suppose do, so dis one go  make dem do di correct tin as per di 
law and rule.

3. Di gumbody country dem wey join put hand for dis agreement 
go put am for mind to make sure say workingplace, 
differentdifferent work, office weyconcern pikinmatter go 
follow di rule wey dem don put for ground, as e take concern 
safety, health, diworker dem, as dem plenty or sabi work reach, 
and correct overseer.

Article 4
Digumbody country demgo make correct law, do office matter, and 
odir tins wey concern how to see say dem do as dem suppose do 
inside gumbody agreement. As e concern matter of buybuy, level 
and right to follow person im culture, gumbody country dem gree 
to do as dem power and money reach, and if matter reach so, gadir 
help from joinbody country dem. 

Article 5
Di joinbody country dem must to respect di work, right, and duty of 
papa and mama or where e matter,di family people, or community, 
di way wey follow di local custom, person wey get right to look 
after pikin or odir people wey volunteer to care for di pikin, to help, 
make di pikin grow proper according to im age and as im body fit, 
to guide am and show am di correct tinas dem take dey direct and 
guide as dem make di child fit live im according to di  right wey dey 
dis gumbody agreement.
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Article 6
1. Di joinbody country gree say every pikin get right to live im life.
2. Di gumbody country dem go try as dem power reach to make 

sure say every pikin live im life and grow wellwell.

Article 7
1. After dem born pikin, dem go register am quickquick, and e get 

di right to get right to get name from di time wey dem born am, 
must get country wey e be, and if e possible, di right to sabi im 
mama and papa and make dem to take care of am.

2. Di gumbody country dem go make sure sey dem do di tin wey 
dis right talk as e take follow  national law and deir signado for 
inside di  rule wey concern joinbody country dem, especially 
where di pikin no go get country wey dem say na dire e be.

Article 8
1. Di gumbody country dem sign say dem go respect di right of di 

pikin to keep im identity, plus country, name and family people 
as law talk, wey no person fit terfere.

2. If den do pikin magomago or chance am for some or all of di 
matter wey concern im identity, di gumbody country go give am 
di help wey e need and protect am, for di sake of say make e for 
quick get im identity back.

Article 9
1. Di gumbody country dem go make sure say dem no go take 

pikin from im papa and mama by force, except office people 
way get power for di matter go court to consider am say na di 
correct tin to do for di pikin. Dat kind tin fit happen if e happen 
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say dem dey suffer di pikin or if im papa wit im mama no care 
for am abi, di two of dem no dey stay togedir, dem must chose 
di place where di pikin go dey stay.

2. If we follow wetin daragraph 1 wey just pass for dis article, 
every person wey di matter concern must get chance to join 
and say dem own.

3. Di gumbody country dem must to respect di right of pikin wey 
dem don separate from im papa or mama or di two of dem, to 
dey mix wit dem anytime wey e like, except e no go good for di 
pikin.

4. If di separation na from sometin wey di gumbody country do 
to any or di two papa and mama, like say dem lock, jail, drive 
comot for country, or na die (plus die for inside prison or charge 
office) of any or di two of di papa and mama of di pikin, dat 
gumbody country must to, if person ask, give di papa and mama, 
di pikin, or if e correct, anodir family person, di real information 
wey concern where di family person (dem) dee, unless di 
information no go good for di pikin. Di gumbody country must 
also make sure sey di person wey ask for information no go 
enter any kind wahala for dem hand.

Article 10  
1. If we follow di agreement of gumbody country dem inside 

article 9, for paragraph 1, letter wey pikin or im papa and mama 
write to enter or comot from gumbody country, make e for join 
im family, gumbody country must to answer am well, wit good 
mind, quickquick. Gumbody country go also make sure say di 
family people no suffer any wahala because of di tin wey dem 
ask for.
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2. pikin wey im papa and mama no dey di same countrygo get di 
right to dey see dem everytime, except sayserious matter dey 
wey no make am possible forto see for eye. Nodonodo, as e 
concern di agreement of di gumbody country dem for inside 
article 9, di gumbody country dem go respect di right of di 
pikin and im papa abi im mama to comot for any country, plus 
dem own, and to enter dem country. Di right to comot for any 
country, na only di law of di place fit stop am to protect national 
security, public order, public health or moral or di right and 
freedom of odir people and as e take follow di odir right for dis 
gumbody agreement.

Article 11
1. Di gumbody country dem go block di  illegal transfer of pikin 

dem, and witout carrying dem back to deir country, to abroad
2. As e concern dis matter, digumbody country dem gotry finnish 

agreement wit anodir country or plenty country or sign to follow 
di agreement wey don dey groundbefore.

Article 12
1. Digumbody country dem go guarantee say pikin wey don reach 

to talk for imself, get right to talk as e like for everytin wey 
concern am, reach say anytin wey e talk dem take am serious 
sofar e no pass wetin im age or sense sabi reach

2. As we talk am so, dem go give di pikin chance make im talk im 
side of matter wey court people and office people dey look wey 
concern di pikin, by imself, or through anodir person wey stand 
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for am or group wey get right to talk put for di matter, as e take 
follow as dem write am down for di law of di country.

Article 13
1. Di pikin go get di right to fit talk im mind; dis right mean sey e 

free to find, get and give information and any kain sense, e no 
matter di border, whedir na mouth dem take talk am, write am 
down or dem put an for inside paper, whedir dem draw am, or 
any how wey di pikin want.

2. But dis rightget im limit, but dilimit go dey inside law and if e 
matter:
a. As e concern to respect odir people right and good name; or
b. As e concern country security, or peace for countrypeople, 

or countrypeople health or wetin right or wrong.

Article 14
1. Digumbody country dem go respect di right wey pikin get im 

own mind, follow im mindand religion
2. Di gumbody country dem go respect di right and work of papa 

and mama and, where e matter, people to show amdi way wey  
dem dey do tins as e concern im right, as far as di pikin get 
sense reach

3. Freedom to do wetin person religion talk or follow person 
mind get boundary wey law put, make dem for fit protect 
countrypeople life, good behaviour, health, or wetin correct to 
do or di koko for person right and freedom of odir people.
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Article 15
1. Digumbody country dem know sey di pikin get right to joinbody 

and gadir togedir wit people jeje if e want.
2. Dem no go put boundary on how to use dis right, unless di 

one wey lay put for ground and wey wey matter for civilian 
society as e concern country security,to protect countrypeople, 
countrypeople health, good behavior, wetin correct to do, or to 
protect di right and freedom of people.

Article 16 
1. No pikin must suffer any kind terfere wit dem privacy, family, 

home or letter, abi illegal attack against deir honour and 
character.

2. Di pikin get right make di law protect am from dat kain terfere 
and attack. 

Article 17
Di gumbody country dem sabi di work wey media dey do and 
go make sure say di pikin get information and odir tin from 
differentdifferent media for inside country and odir country dem, 
especially di kain one wey go help am grow wellwell forlevel, spirit 
and sabi wetin right, get sense and for am to well for body and 
brain. As e concern di matter, di gumbody country dem go:
a. Encourage mass media to spread information and tins wey go 

benefit di pikin for im social and culture life as e be for article 29;
b. Encourage diffrent country to join hand togedir to make, share 

and spread dose kain information and tins for diffrentdifferent 
culture, country and place;

c. Encourage dem  to spread book dem wey pikin dey read;
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d. Encourage di mass media to serious for di  matter wey concern 
language wey pikin need especially where e be sey di pikin 
come from small language group or be indigene;   

e. Encourage make dem makedi correct rule wey go protect di 
pikin from information and tins wey go fit spoil am, as article 13 
and 18 show.

Article 18
1. Di gumbody country dem go use all deir power to make sure 

sey dem recognize di truwordsey na papa and mama get work 
to train pikin make e grow wellwell. Papa or mama, or where e 
matter, di person wey law chose to care fordi pikin, get di main 
work to train di pikin make e grow wellwell. Na wetin better 
pass for di pikin pass suppose be deir concern.

2. So dat we go fit guarantee di right and promote di right wy de 
dis  dis gumbody agreement, gumbody country dem go give 
correct help to papa and mama dem and di people wey di law 
chose to care for pikin make dem for fit put eye for di pikin 
body train am and go make sure say dem develop di correct 
boardinghouse, office place, office work to take care of pikin.

3. Digumbody country dem go make sure sey dem do di correct 
tin so dat pikin wey im papaand mama dey work get di right to 
enjoy pikin playplay work and wey be for deir age

Article 19
1. Di gumbody country dem go take dicorrect step wey concern 

assembly-law, office, socialand school matter, to protect 
di pikin from all kind of wunjo for body or brain, wound or 
suffer, or to treat pikin anyhow, or abandon am or adoncare 
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behavior, suffersuffer wahala or wuruwuru, include to do 
husbandandwife wit pikin, use play play touch deir prick or toto, 
whedir na papa or mama or di person wey law give power to 
look after dem, or any odir person wey dey care for di pikin.

2. Dose kain step to protect dem suppose include, as e matter, di 
correct step and way to begin social programme to help pikin, 
and for wey deir work na to help pikin dem, and oder kind tin 
to prevent bad tin, and to sabi case, report, know where to get 
help for pikin, investigate, treat and follow-up all di badbadtin 
dem wey we don talk pass, for dem to take di matter go court.

Article 20 
1. Pikin wey no fit stay wit im family place for small time or tay, or 

wey dem no fit leave wit dem because e no go good for am, di 
country go give am special protection and help.

2. Di gumbody country,as deir law talk, go give anodir care to di 
pikin.

3. Dat kind care fit be, plus oder kind wey fit dey, to put di pikin 
under  person wey stand for am as papa and mama, kafalah 
for Muslim law, or make person sign papertake am as im pikin 
or even sef put am for boardinghouse where dem dey care for 
pikin. When we de consider wetin be di correct tin to do, make 
dem put mind not to scatter as di pikin life and im ethnic group, 
religion, culture and im language.
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Article 21
Di gumbody country wey sabi and give permit say make anodir person 
sign to take pikin as dem own,must  make sure say na wetin better 
pass for di pikin dem go be number one and dem tin and dem go:
a. Make sure sey na only di people wey get license for inside di 

law fit answer put for di matter as  di law and office step-by-step 
talk am and base on correct information wey dey dem hand, say 
dem fit give go-ahead order because of di condition of di pikin, 
as e concern di papa and mama wey born am, family people, di 
people wey get right to do for am as papa and mama and say, if 
e matter, say di people don wey we dey talk about don gree to 
sign to take di pikin as dem own wit dem korokoro eye after office 
people don explain tins to dem according to wetin matter;

b. Sabi say we fit consider how make people for anodircountry go 
take pikin as deir own, as part of di way to care for pikin, if dem 
no fit find people wey go care for am or family to take am as 
deir own or no way dey for di pikin to get better care for im own 
country;

c. Make sure say di pikin concern wey dem wan carry go anodir 
country, go still enjoy di kind safety and level wey e for get for 
im original country;

d. Take all di correct step to make sure, when person take pikin 
from anodir country as im ownnot for di people concern to 
make money on top di pikin head;

e. Hala, where e matter, all di sense inside dis article and finnish 
“me-wit-you” and “me-wit-una” plan and agreement among 
di country dem, for inside dis sinado agreement, to sure say na 
only people and office wey get di license dey give pikin to papa 
and mama for anodir country.
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Article 22
1. Di gumbody country dem go take di correct step to make sure 

say pikin wey want make dem take am as refugee (wey run 
from kasala to anodir country) or wey dem believe say na 
refugee if dem follow di correct international or local law and 
office step-by-step rules go, whedir im papa and mama or any 
odir person follow am or not, e must get correct protection and 
kindness wey e suppose enjoy for di right inside di dis gumbody 
agreement and for di odir international human right or kindness 
rule wey gumbody country dem put hand.

2. As concern dis matter, di gumbody country dem go, as demtink 
say e proper, join hand wit United Nations and odir joinbody 
government office or joinbody ordinary people office dem  wey 
dey work wit United Nations to protect and help pikin trace dem 
papa and mama or odir family people of any refugee pikin make 
dem for get information wey fit help join dem witdeir family 
people. If e be say dem no fit find di papa and mama orany 
people people, dem go protect di pikin as dem take dey protect 
odir pikin dem wey separate from im papa and mama or family 
people kpakpata or for some time, no matter di reason, as e dey 
for dis gumbody agreement.

Article 23
1. Di gumbody country dem sabi say pikin wey dey disable for 

body or brain must enjoy better life, for condition wey get 
correct respect, make am fit depend on imself and allow am 
join for anytin wey community dey do.
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2. Digumbody country dem sabi say pikin wey de disable get right 
to special careand go try to see say, depending on deir power 
and money, every pikin wey qualify, and dose wey dem hire to 
care for am, get di kind help wey dem ask for wey proper for im 
condition and im papa and mama or dose wey dey care for am.

3. As we sabi say disable pikin need special care, di help wey e 
get as e dey for paragraph 2 of dis article go free, if e possible, 
depending on di money wey papa and mama or odir people wey 
take care of di pikin get, and dem go arrange am for di disable 
pikin to get correct chance to go school, get training, treatment 
for hospital, proper place to settleam, get ready for work and 
to jollyjolly  as e good to help di pikin to mix wit people and 
growwellwell, plus im to develop for culture and spiritual matter.

4.  Di gumbody country dem go push for front, witdi mind join hand 
togedirwit odir country dem, to dey exchange information wey 
go help prevent pikin sickness and to care for body, mind and 
give proper treatment for disable pikin dem, plus to share and 
get information about di correct way to settle, teach and learn 
handwork, make gumbody country dem for improve deir power 
and sense and to wide deir experience for dis area. For dis 
matter, country dem wey still dey develop go get strong attention.

Article 24
1. Di gumbody country dem gree say di pikin get di right to enjoy 

better health and hospital where e go fit get correct treatment 
for sickness and to get imself back after serious sickness. Di 
gumbody country dem go try make sure say notin go prevent 
any pikin of di right to get dat kind correct treatment when e no 
well.
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2. Di gumbody country dem go work to see say dis right dem do 
amand, especially, take correct action:
a. To reduce diedie among small baby and pikin;
b. To make sure say dem give proper medical help and 

treatment to every pikin, and to put more attention for di one 
wey dem dey call primary health care;

c. To fight disease and kwashiorkor, as e be for inside how 
to provide primary health care, wit, plus odir ones, use of 
technology wey hand of people reach and witbalanced diet 
and drinking-water wey pure, make we no forget di danger 
and palava ofdirt environment;

d. To make sure say wetin to use care for di health of mama 
when dem get belle and after dem born dey ground;

e. To make sure sey every part of society, especially papa, 
mama and pikin, get information, dem go fit go school and 
dem go get support concerning how to use ordinary sense 
about pikin health and feeding, why breastfeeding good, 
baff body and wash hand, clean compound and to prevent 
accident; 

f. To develop how to prevent sickness, guide papa and mama 
and give help dem sabi how to do family planning.

3. Di gumbody country dem go take correctaction to stop to 
cancel all di traditional way dem wey dey affect di health of 
pikin dem.

4. Di gumbody country dem go work and encourage country dem 
to to join togedir make dem for, smallsmall, see say dem do 
everytin wey dey dis article. For dis matter, dem go consider di 
need of country wey never develop.
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Article 25
Di gumbody country dem gree say right dee for di pikin wey dem 
arrange place to stay for by dose wey get di license to care for am, 
protect or give am treatment for body or brain sickness, to check 
from time to time, di treatment wey e de get and odir tins wey 
concern where dem put am.

Article 26
1. Di gumbody country dem gree say every pikin get right to enjoy 

social security, join for dis be social insurance, and go do 
everytin to see say everytin wey concern dis right for di country 
law, dem do am.

2. Di better tin wey dem suppose get, where e matter, make dem 
give am, after dem consider di pocket and condition of di child 
and people wey e be deir work to take care of di pikin, plus odir 
tins wey matter for di letter to ask for help wey di pikin or any 
odir person write for am.

Article 27
1. Di gumbody country dem sabi sey every pikin get right better 

life wey proper for im body, brain, mind, tinking and social level.
2. Na di work of di papa and mama or any odir person wey dey 

care for am to make sure say e safe, as far as dem power and 
pocket fit carry dem, di tins wey di pikin need to grow wellwell.

3. Di gumbody country dem, as e deir condition be and base on di 
money wey dem get, go take proper action to help papa and mama 
dem and odir people wey dem work na to guarantee say dem 
follow di right and where dem need anytin support dem wittins and 
program, especially support wey concern food, cloth and house.  
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4. Di gumbody country dem go take all di correct step to collect 
di money wey dem dey spend on top di pikin head from di 
papa and mama or odir people we be dem work of to spend 
money for di pikin, whedir dem dey inside di country or abroad. 
Especially, if di person wey be say na im work to spend money 
for di pikin dey stay anodir country wey diffrent from di pikin 
dey own, di gumbody country dem go make sure look when di 
agreement begin or end, and any odir correct step. 

Article 28
1.  Di gumbody country dem sabi sey na every pikin right to go school, 

for dem to make di right happen step by step and base on equal 
chance, dem go, especially carry dey go slow and steady and on 
top sey everybody get di same chance, dem go, especially:
a. Make primary school compulsory and free for everybody;
b. Encourage make dem get  diffrentdiffrent kind secondary 

school, plus di common one and handwork school, plus 
normal and handwork school, for every pikin to chose, take 
correct action like to introduce free education and give 
money to help dose wey need am;

c. Give everybody chance to do higher educationbaseon 
where dem power fit carry dem reach;

d. Let every person fit get information about school and 
handwork and guide all children to know wetin to do;

e. Take di correct step to encourage people to dey go school 
daybyday and reduce di number wey dey stop school.

2. Di gumbody country dem go make sure say dem avoid to do 
discipline for school wey fit commonize or yeye pikin or damage 
im value for imself as di  gumbody agreement talk.
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3. Di gumbody country dem go encourage and and support make 
differentdifferent country join hand togedir for all matter wey 
concern education, for sake of say to remove ignorance and 
illiteracy for di whole world and help people get sense of 
technical and science sense and di new way to teach. For dis 
one, dem go give special attention to country dem wey still 
dey develop.

Article 29   
1. Di gumbody country dem gree sayfor pikin school matter dem 

go go face:
a. How to develop di person inside di pikin, im talent, 

brainwork and body power as dem fit grow reach
b. To develop respect for human right and di koko for freedom, 

and for di principle wey dey insidedi  gumbody asignado of 
di United Nation;

c. How to develop respect for di pikin papa and mama, di 
culture im belong to, im language and value dem, for di 
value of di country wey di pikin dey stay, di country wey e 
come from and for di way wey differentdifferent people dey 
live dem life;

d. How to prepare di pikin to live like serious person for free 
society, witdi mind of understanding, peace, to tolerate, to 
see girl and boy  as equal, and make everybody be friend no 
matter deir ethnic group, country and religion and di people 
wey be indigene;

e. To develop respect for dinatural environment.
2. Make nobody mistake tink say any part of dis article or article 28 

na to terfere wit di freedom of any person or group to start or run 
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school dem, sofar e obey di principle wey dey for paragraph 1 
of dis article and di command say education for any kind school 
must follow di rule and regulation wey di country put for ground.

Article 30   
For dose country dem where some ethnic group, people of some 
religion or language wey no plenty or indigene dey must not disturb 
deir right, togedir wit odir people for di group, to enjoy deir own 
culture, talk and do deir religion, to use deir own language.

Article 31 
1. Di gumbody country dem gree sey  pikin get right to rest and 

jollyjolly, and to play and flenjo base on im age and free to join 
odirs to enjoy im culture and do art.

2. Di gumbody country dem go respect and push for di right of 
pikin to join for culture and art and encourage make correct 
and di same chance dey for matter wey concern culture, art, to 
flenjo and jollyjolly.

Article 32
1. Di gumbody country dem sey pikin get right to protect am from 

people wey wan use am make money or do dangerous work or 
disturb im school, to affect im health, injure am for body, brain 
mind or spoil  as e de grow for moral or social life. 

2. Di gumbody country dem go take action for matter wey concern 
assembly law, office rules, social and school arrangement 
guarantee say wetin dey dis article, dem do am. So direfore, 
and as de matter of di proper dimaindimain of odir international 
workingtin concern, gumbody country dem go, especially:
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a. Decide which age pikin must reach before e go fit start 
work;

b. Make rule for how long everyday pikin fit work, and di condition;
c. Talk di punishment wey people wey break de rule go chop 

wey go help people obey am.

Article 33
Di gumbody country dem  go take di correct step, plus assembly law, 
office work, social and school arrangement, to protect pikin dem 
from illegal use of narcotic drug and psychotropic substance as dem 
write am for di international signado agreement concern, and to 
prevent di use of pikin dem to make and traffick dis drug dem.

Article 34
Di gumbody guarantee say dem go protect di pikin make dem no 
use am do ashewo or sleep wit am or play wit im tin. As e concern 
dis matter, di gumbody country dem wey join put hand for dis 
agreement go especially take every correct step for inside deir 
own country, or do me-wit-you and me-wit-una agreement wit oder 
country dem make dem join hand prevent:
a. To use wayo or force make pikinbegin fuck wey de illegal;
b. To dey use pikin make money like ashewo or any illegal tin wey 

concern man and woman dey fuck;
c. To use pikin do film or drawing or picture wey dem dey fuck.
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Article 35  
Di gumbody country dem go take every correct step for inside deir 
own country, or do me-wit-you or me-wit-una agreement wit oder 
country dem make dem join hand prevent kidnap of pikin, sell pikin 
or use pikin for kurukere business of any kind no matter di name 
dem call am.

Article 36
Di gumbody country demgo protect pikin against any oder kind 
kurukere tin wey go spoil any part of di pikin life.

Article 37
Di gumbody country dem go make sure sey:
a. Dem no go torture any pikin or wicked am, or treat am like 

animal or shame am or suffer am. Punishment wey be say na to 
kill or lock for life make no chance to freeno go affect pikin dem 
wey no reach eighteen years;

b. Dem no go deny any pikin im freedom anyhow for illegal wayor 
byforce. To arrest, lock or put pikin for prison, dem must follow 
law and na when noting dey to do again about di matter and e 
suppose be for small timetintinrin;

c. Dem go treat every pikin wey don lose im freedom wit human 
feeling and wit respect and di value of person and di  way wey 
show sey na small pikin. Especially, every pikin wey don lose 
im freedom no suppose stay wit big people dem unless e no go 
good for di pikin to do so but di pikin get right to still dey follow 
im family people dey talk even if na letter or visit, except for 
special condition wey no allow am;
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d. Any pikin wey don loss im freedom getdi right to get lawyer and 
oder help wey e need, and di right to complain,if na wetin law 
put hand, for court or any oder place or person no de do pacha 
wey get di power to heardi matter, and make dem take action 
concern di matter quickquick. 

Article 38
1. Di gumbody country demguarantee say dem demself go 

respect and make sure people respect di law of international 
humanitarian law matter for war wey concern pikin dem.

2. Di gumbody country dem go do everytin wey possible to make sure 
sey person wey never reach fifteen years no go fight for war.

3. Di gumbody country demno go give soja work to any person 
wey never reach fifteen years ro deir army. If dem dey give 
work todose people wey don reach fifteen years but never 
reach eighteen years, di gumbody country go first take di one 
among dem wey e old pass.

4. As e take dey for inside ditin wey dem must follow as e dey for 
international humanitarian law wey dey protect civilian during 
di time of war, di gumbody country demdo everytin wey dem fit 
take to make sure sey dem protect and care for pikin dem wey 
war affect.
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Article 39 
Di gumbody country demgo do everytin wey matter to make sure 
sey pikin  weyoversuffer: maybe dem abandon am, wunjo am, 
wicked am, do am magomago, use am do badbad tin, dey totori 
im tin, use am dey do husbandandwife, use am dey make money, 
or any kind badbelle treatment, wey no get human feeling or dem 
shame am or wey fight for war sef; dem go treat am, help am gader 
imself and rejoin people live like normal person again.And dem go 
do am for di way wey go good for im health, get respect for imsef, 
and enjoy difeeling sey im self be person.

Article 40
1. Di gumbody country demsabi sey every pikin wey dem suspect, 

accuse, or confirm sey e break law, make dem treat am di way 
wey no go spoil di pikin value for imself and respect, dis go make 
di pikin too get respect for human right and koko freedom of oder 
people and di action must to match di pikin age and di mind to 
help am rejoin society and serve like better person suppose.

2. As e be so, and wit make we for follow di correct order inside 
international atalknado, di gumbody country demgo, truetrue, 
guarantee sey:
a. Dem no go suspect, accuse or confirm sey any pikin break 

di law because of wetin e do, mistakewey di country or 
internationallaw no cover during di time wey e do di tin;

b. Every pikin wey dem suspect or accuse sey e break law 
must to get guarantee sey: 

i. Dem go take am sey e de innocent dem don prove for law 
sey e do am truetrue;
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ii. Dem go tell am quickquick and for im presence di charge 
wey get against am, and, if e matter, trough im papa and 
mama or dose wey get right over am for law, and, make 
lawyer or oder people wey sabi work helpam to arrange im 
paper and argue for am for court;

iii. To judge di matter sharpsharp by official people wey no dey 
do pacha, sabi work or for court witout pacha as di laws 
command, for di presence  of lawyer or people wey sabi di 
work, to help and, unless dem tink sey no be di best tin for 
di pikin, especially, because of im age or condition, im papa 
and mama or dose wey get right for law to look after am;

iv. Dem no go force am to talk or confess say im guilty; to 
search di matter wellwell or  or for don lawyer witness wey 
testify against am and find witness wey testify for am witout 
wuruwuru;

v. If dem look am sey truetruedi pikin break law, dem go let 
anoder set of people wey senior and sabi work pass di first 
one dem, no joinbody wit any side and no get pacha or 
court, look di matter again together wit any tin wey dem say 
make dem do to di pikin as e de inside law;

vi. Dem go get terpreter for am for free if di pikin no know or 
sabi speak di language wey dem dey use;

vii. Dem go respect di pikin  privacy for all di stage wey di 
matter dey ground.   

3. Di gumbody country demgo try make law, do stepbystep 
rule,office dem and workingplace wey concern only pikin dem 
wey dem suspect, accuse, or confirm sey dem break law, and, 
especially:
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a. anytime wey proper or good, arrangement of how to handle 
di matter of dose pikin dem outside court, sofar dem respect 
human right and law;

4. Diffrentdiffrentarrangement like care, watching and order to 
monitor pikin life; advise; probation; foster care; education and 
handwork training programme dem and oder kind tin wey no be 
boardinghouse care go de ground to make sure sey dem treat 
dem well  according to deir age and condition.

Article 41
Notin wey dey dis gumbody agreement go affect any order wey 
better pass to help di pikin get im right dem and wey dey inside:
a. Di law of any of digumbody country; or 
b. International law wey dey work for di country. 

Article 42
Di gumbody country dem  go announce di leg ontop wey di 
gumbody agreement stand for everybody to hear; dem go use 
dicorrect way to let pikin dem and big people hear.

Di Gumbody agreement get 54 article dem. Article 43 reach 54 
concern di way wey big people and government dem suppose join 
hand make sure sey all pikin dem get all deir right.






